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Many of us have experience with a dog being sick -
whether they ate something they shouldn't have, have
a rash or a spot they can't stop licking or scratching,

or even a dog dealing with the troubles that come with
aging. But not every dog throws up on a daily basis for

the first five years of their life like Rocky did. 
 

For FIVE YEARS, we tried everything. Some things
helped, but were short-lived. Nothing stuck long-term.
Until WE figured it out. Rocky and I - together. Once we
figured things out, 90 days later Rocky was a playful,

happy, healthy, puppy again - at 6 years old.
 

In the pages ahead, you will get an introduction to
some of the major breakthroughs we made while

walking down the path of curing a dog with an
undiagnosed and what we were told was an

untreatable disease.
 

My hope is that you take at least one piece of
information from me and help your dog live a happier,
healthier and longer life. What you might find is that

HEALTH is actually a lot less complicated than it's
made out to be. I hope this information helps you

along your path - and please know that Happy Howl is
always here to help in any way we can.

 
With Love,

Colin Buckley
Happy Howl, Founder & CEO

90 days was all it took... 
90 days is all it takes.

Rocky & Colin
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FOR THE LOVE OF A BEST FRIEND
 



With information overload available online, it's
time we cut through all of the noise and make
transitioning your dog to a new diet simple,
efficient, safe and convenient. 

Bottom line: remember that time you tried
Keto or that juice cleanse diet way back when?
Well you might remember how it destroyed
your stomach the first few days. 

Transitioning into a diet is necessary to avoid
the digestion or tummy issues that might pop
up, but understanding why these issues are
happening is even more important. 

Imagine eating McDonald's every meal for
your entire life and then suddenly switching to

eating salads for every meal. That is essentially
what it's like for your dog to go from kibble or
highly processed wet food to an all natural
human-grade diet. Here is how we recommend
cutting down on the transition period, while
giving your dog an opportunity to get
acclimated to their new healthy diet:

Days 1-2: 50% old food mixed with 50% Happy
Howl

Days 2-4: 25% old food mixed with 75% Happy
Howl

Days 5 and beyond: 100% Happy Howl (hooray!)

That's it. Simple, easy, safe and convenient.

NEW BEGINNINGS 
TRANSITIONING YOUR DOG TO AN ALL-NATURAL DIET

WEEK 1
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Looser stool than usual
Smaller stool than usual
Timing change of "bathroom routine"
Eating WAY faster than usual (more below)
Eating less than usual  - this can often happen
with dogs that are not food motivated. Nutrients
in natural diets go way further than kibble of wet
diets. Your dog might be way more satiated from
their new diet and require less food per meal. 

Make sure to monitor your dog’s stool and their
personality

When switching to Happy Howl, you’re ensuring your
pup is getting a complete and balanced healthy &
nutritious meal. So they should be looking happier
and livelier each day they’re eating their new food.
But if for any reason they are showing signs that say
otherwise – like acting lethargic, having abnormal
poops multiple times, or otherwise unusual activity;
slow down the transition to avoid any upset tummies
along the way.

What is normal during the transition period?

"What should I keep an eye out
for during this period?"

Happy Howl has been eye-opening. My pup has
a smaller stool with same daily routine and he
seems to be eating less but is more satisfied.
Wow!       Jennifer S. - Los Angeles, CA

Vomiting - if your dog throws up immediately
after eating their new diet, it is more than likely
because they ate too fast because of their
excitement. If this occurs, either feed half at a
time, or put a large rock in the middle of their
bowl to slow them down.
Diarrhea after day 4 - try mixing in one cup of
white rice per meal and if it persists, contact your
vet.

What is not normal during the transition period?
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It is well known that the best path to
longevity for all living things is an all
natural, well-balanced diet. But what else
can we do to secure a long and healthy life
for our best friend?

STOP OVERFEEDING:  Now that you are
feeding your dog a healthy diet, it's time to
become conscious of the amount of food
you are feeding your dog. As humans, much
of the reason behind us having a few extra
pounds is because of our lack of discipline.
Interestingly enough, the reason many of
our dogs overweight is also because of OUR
lack of discipline. 

Our dogs don't have the ability to go grab
some cookies out of the pantry or eat a pint
of ice cream at 11pm on the couch. Their
overeating is a direct reflection on us
overfeeding them. It is important for us to
be dedicated to feeding our dogs the correct
amount of food on a daily basis to ensure
we maintain their weight into their senior
years. This is the single most contributing
factor that can prevent future disease and
keep your pup around for a few extra years
- while being in good health and happy
demeanor. 

THE PATH TO LONGEVITY
O B S E R V A T I O N ,  D I S C I P L I N E ,  &  H E A L T H Y  H A B I T S

WEEK 2
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KEEP THEIR TEETH HEALTHY: A dogs teeth and
gums are the easiest way for bacteria to enter
their bodies without us knowing. Bacteria around
the roots of their teeth actually are able to
penetrate their bloodstream if it gets aggressive
enough. Many times, dogs develop teeth or gum
disease without us knowing and we think they are
being picky with their food or stubborn. If only
dogs could tell us what they're thinking!

Learning how to brush your dogs teeth at home is
a simple adjustment to make as preventative care
while also making sure your dog is getting their
teeth professionally cleaned at least once per
year. 

OBSERVATION IS KEY: It is extremely important to
be conscious of changes in your dog as they age.
Just like humans, dogs eyesight, hearing and their
minds begin to digress as their age rises. It is
important to notice any significant changes over
time so that you can begin supplementation to
ease the issue, or even modify your home to make
it a little more safe for them. 

I've been home-cooking for my three dogs for the
last four years. Once I switched to Happy Howl, I
got my Sundays back and I also immediately
noticed changes in my senior Pits eyesight with
being able to see other dogs on walks and also his
teeth being so much cleaner at his vet visits. 
                     Jesse P. - Raleigh, NC

Did you know..... that you can search on Youtube
for "Dog TV"? This is not only hilarious, but a great
tool to utilize for a dog that you suspect might be
losing some of their mental capacity. If you notice
your aging dog staring off into the distance or
even into corners of your house, try this out to
stimulate their mind. It helps get their minds and
attention going!
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Remember when your dog was a puppy
and destroyed the corner of your couch?
Or that time they grabbed your new pair of
shoes and turned them into their own chew
toy? And now your like, "why did my four
year old dog just ripe up my pillow as if
they were a puppy again?"

The answer is more than likely because
they are not being physically satisfied.
Exercise isn't just important to keep your
dog healthy, it also keep they animal
tendencies at bay. An adequately exercised
dog is less prone to destruction or bouts of
random barking episodes. 

Things to keep in mind when exercising with
your dog: Just like humans, it's important to
ease into it. This helps with consistency,
avoiding injuries, and getting your dog to pace
themselves. If you dog has never been on a
walk longer than just around the block, don't
just start taking them on five mile runs. This
might seem self-explanatory, but it's worth the
reminder. 

If you think your dog is getting enough exercise
by just having another dog around, consider
this: lack of exercise can lead to loss of muscle
mass or weight gain. Both of these scenarios
lead to early onset of joint injuries or even
heart and lung disease. 

THE TOOLS OF A DOG PARENT
E X E R C I S E  H A B I T S ,  T R E A T S  &  S U P P L E M E N T S

WEEK 3
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How to pick the best treats for your dog: We hear
a lot from even the most ingredient conscious pet
parents that the treats they buy have no
intentional reason behind the purchase - mostly
they are often random from the grocery store. But
just like their meal diets, their treats should have a
clean label and should remain relatively consistent.
When evaluating treats, do a quick label check.
There is no need for any treat to have more than
five ingredients at the absolute most - anything
with more than that is riddled with fillers. Also, if it
is meat protein oriented (i.e. chicken sticks), make
sure from the label that the only meat is actually
chicken. One of the most well know dehydrated
meat sticks company's for dogs markets a
"Dehydrated Duck Stick" but after evaluating their
label, you'll find "Chicken" to be the first
ingredient. 

Supplements: This is a touchy subject for many.
But the truth is - we have an over supplementation
pandemic in the US. As humans, we are taking WAY
too many additional vitamins without knowing
exactly how they are effecting us and we do the
same with our dogs. Stop wasting your money. A
all-natural diet that is "complete and balanced for
all life stages" is sufficient from a vitamin and
mineral standpoint for your dog. If you are going
to add additional supplements, keep it simple. a
small amount of pre & pro probiotics with digestive
enzymes can be helpful to your dog with a
sensitive stomach, and Turmeric Curcumin with
natural hemp can be helpful to your aging dog
with bone or joint issues. Don't fall for all of these
miracle blend formulas without reading the
ingredients and checking where the ingredients are
sourced from. Being that is is "feed grade" many
of these powders come from overseas and are cut
with a lot of ingredients you would never want
your dog to ingest. Skepticism breeds research
and better decisions! 
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Having a dog with an allergy is both
worrying and exhausting. If our best friends
could talk, it would make our lives so much
easier - maybe Elon Musk is working on
something to solve this!

But while we wait for Elon, we need to
understand how to identify the source of an
allergy and if it is food or environment
related. Here's the bad news - it's never
that easy to tell. But one of the biggest tell
tale signs for the culprit being an
environmental allergy, is if the symptoms
seem to come and go as the seasons
change. This could range from anything to
do with pollen, pesticides or even flowers. 
 Another "environmental" allergy can have
to do with 

detergent or cleaning supplies. Does your dog
have a hot spot a few days after you washed
your sheets? It is likely related. A simple
solution is to use all natural cleaning supplies
with are chemical and fragrance free. 

Allergies that are food related often
accompany gastrointestinal issues that include
chronic gas, diarrhea or vomiting. The two
most common causes? Chicken and Beef.
Switching your pup to a Turkey or Lamb based
diet could immediately narrow down the
causes. Just make sure that there are no other
animal proteins on the label! Many dog foods
can have up to six different animal based
proteins on their label. And we wonder why our
dogs have so many stomach and allergy
issues!

W E L L N E S S = H A P P I N E S S
 L I F E T I M E  H A B I T S  &  C O M M O N  A L L E R G I E S

WEEK 4
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Tuft's Veterinarian Clinic states that a suspected
food allergy is the most common reason people
bring their dogs to their nutrition clinic, when in
fact less than 10% of the dogs are found to
actually have a food sensitivity, intolerance, or
allergy. 

The truth: when you feed your dog low-quality
food and feed that food long-term, they are more
than likely going to develop some type of GI
symptoms over the course of their lives. This is
simply because the low quality ingredients lack
rigorous standards in farming, sourcing,
transporting, and storing that often leave the
integrity of the ingredients compromised before it
reaches your dogs belly. This is why it's so
important to feed your dog a high quality diet
from the onset in order to prevent these issues
from ever becoming an issue in the first place. 

This leaves us with our final topic of discussion for
this topic that circles back to our theme of Life-
Long Habits: table scraps. 

We often have dog owners email us with questions
regarding concerns with a digestion issue as it
might be related to their dog food. Upon asking
the question of, "how much table scraps are you
giving your dog"? The answer more often than not
is along the lines of, "a little something from every
meal." Well then how can you limit it to their diet?

We know it's hard to look at your dogs puppy eyes
when your eating and say "No," but it is very
important to do so. Not only are you likely giving
them a food that they aren't accustomed to eating
or have adapted to, but you are also rewarding
them for begging at the dinner table. This will only
further both of these issues and likely to lead to a
big vet bill down the line. Instead, simply give them
one of their treats after you are done eating. This
way you won't feel bad!
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Unfortunately, we live in a world where
profits take precedence before people, and
most certainly health. In fact, we could
actually write an entire 500 page book on
how dog food company's, or Big Kibble,
using their power, money and influence in
order to create barriers of entry into the
market for smaller, healthier brands,
influence vet schools and clinics via funding
and continued education, while also working
with governmental agencies to essentially
"self police" themselves while impacting
rules and regulations. But for the purpose of
this short introduction, we will keep it simple
to help you make the best future decisions
for your dog. 

Dead animals are likely in your meal-grade
dog food: If you aren't currently feeding
your dog a human-grade diet then brace
yourself... Meal-grade animal diets are
allowed, by the FDA, to include ingredients
from "rendering facilities." These ingredients
can include anything from dead or diseased
livestock, expired meat, road kill, zoo
animals, and sometimes even spoiled meat
from grocery stores that are still wrapped in
plastic. Often times when we communicate
this to clients or customers, we are met with
immediate skepticism. But if you don't
believe us, feel free to read the full
investigative report here.

WHAT "THEY" DON'T WANT YOU TO KNOW
P R O T E C T  Y O U R  D O G  F O R  T H E  L O N G - T E R M

GRADUATION
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Ingredient Splitting: It is pretty much common
knowledge at this point that the order of a
nutritional label is in the order of highest
percentage of inclusion to lowest percentage of
inclusion. Meaning that the first ingredient listed is
the main component of the recipe or formula.
However, savvy pet food companies work around
this with a technique called "ingredient splitting." A
company might have rice as a large component to
cut costs, but they want their "meal grade beef" to
show up first. They accomplish this by splitting the
rice into two ingredients like white and brown rice.
So now the label might read "Meal-Grade Beed,
Brown Rice, White Rice." This is an easy way that
company's food unsuspecting customers. 

Artificial Preservatives: A lot of dog food brands
that are shelf-stable have the words "natural" or
"premium" on their labeling but also include
artificial preservatives. In fact, the most common
ingredient across all commercial wet dog foods in
the US is the ingredient butylated hydroxyanisole,
or more commonly labeled as BHA. BHA is known
to be the root cause of chronic dehydration,
kidney disease among a long list of other diseases.
However, the FDA considers BHA to be safe for
animal consumption in low doses for dogs. But the
fact is, this conclusion is done on the basis of a
single consumption of a meal with BHA... not under
the assumption that BHA was in every meal your
dog is eating if it contains it. In our eyes, this is
criminal intent of some dog food manufacturer
just so they can manufacture shelf-stable food at
a low cost.

This was just three examples of common issues
that can be found in over 90% of dog foods
currently being commercially distributed. It is of
the utmost importance in relation to the long-term
health of your dog for you to purchase food only
from company's that believe operate based on: 
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How to Naturally Get a  Senior Dog (or
any dog) to Lose Weight

 
#1 Best Tip: Well-Balanced All-Natural Meal Plan

8 Natural Ways to Keep Ticks &
Insects Off Your Dog

 
#1 Best Tip: Eucalyptus Oil

Tips & Tricks to Bathe & Groom Your
Dog at Home

 
#1 Best Tip: Brush Before & After Bath time 

How to Cheer Up Your Sad, Lazy
or Depressed Dog

 
#1 Best Tip: Go for an Early Walk

L E A R N  M O R E

RESOURCES

L E A R N  M O R E L E A R N  M O R E

L E A R N  M O R E
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https://www.bhg.com/pets/dogs/dog-grooming/10-steps-to-a-clean-dog/
https://pethelpful.com/dogs/how-to-get-a-dog-to-cheer-up
https://www.farmersalmanac.com/keep-ticks-off-pets-21707
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